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What Is Parker Brothers?
It is family game night! Board games line the shelves
of a cabinet. Favorites include Monopoly, Clue, and Trivial
Pursuit. These games all have something in common.
Each was once a Parker Brothers game! Which game will
the family choose? Tonight, they agree on Clue. Next time,
another game will come out of the cabinet!
Parker Brothers is a toy and game brand owned by
Hasbro, Inc. Hasbro is one of the largest toy companies on
Earth. Company headquarters is in Pawtucket, Rhode
Island. Between 1883 and 1991, Parker Brothers made
more than 1,800 games. They included Sorry!, Pit, and
Rook. These games are still played by people all over the
world. Monopoly, Clue, and Trivial Pursuit are among the
top-selling board games of all time!

Classic Detective Game
1980s-2000s Clue tagline

Clue
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By the Numbers
By the Numbers
300

55 million

40

countries

rooms in original
Clue game mansion

Google
headquarters

versions of
Monopoly made

Rook decks sold
since 1906

Clue sold in
more than

10

more than

more than

more than

50

different Trivial
Pursuit editions
sold

around

1 billion

Monopoly players
over time

Hasbro headquarters in Pawtucket, Rhode Island

$20,580
of Monopoly
money in
every game
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A Game Inventor
George S. Parker was born in Salem, Massachusetts,
in 1866. He had two older brothers named Charles and
Edward. As a teenager, George enjoyed playing games
with his friends. One was a card game called Everlasting.
But George grew bored with the game. He added new
cards and changed the rules. This became a new game
that George called Banking.
George’s friends and family loved playing Banking.
They believed other people would also enjoy the game.
George decided to ask publishers to print Banking.
He was unsuccessful, but he did not give up. He started
selling the game on his own in 1883. George spent about
$40 to make 500 sets of the game. He sold door-to-door
to local shops. In time, he sold almost every game and
earned a profit of around $100!

A Fruitful Job

George earned the money
to publish Banking by
selling currants grown in his
family’s garden.
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currants

George S. Parker

Parker Brothers…
way ahead of
the game
1970s tagline
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